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Recognize Auditory-Visual Num.erical Correspondences'' CHILD DEVELOPMENT, 1996, 67, 1592-
1608. The present study investigated the abilitj' of 3- and 4-year-old children to perform tasks
vvhich require matching sets of sounds to numerically equivalent visual displays. We found that
3-year-olds performed at chance on the auditory-visual matching task, while 4-year-olds per-
formed significantly above chance. There is evidence that mastery of the linguistic counting
system is related to success on this task. These findings are unexpected given previous research
reporting that 6—8-month-olds can detect the numerical equivalence between a set of sounds
and items in a visual display.

Several experiments have tested the
abiht)' of infants to discriminate between
small sets. It has been shown that after being
habituated to a small array of items, infants
from birth to 12 months of age will dishabit-
uate when shown an array of a different
numerosity (Antell & Keating, 1983; Starkey
& Cooper', 1980; Strauss & Gurtis, 1981).
The same result was found when experi-
menters in these studies varied the displays
to control for differences in brightness, den-
sity, line length, contour, area, and homoge-
neity of set items, indicating that the infants
did not rely on these factors as the basis for
making discriminations. However, it was not
clear what particular mechanism was most
hkely underlying the infants' performance.

Starkey, Spelke, and Gelman (1990) ar-
gued that by using only visual stimuli the
habituation studies did not rule out the pos-
sibility that infants had used "a visual num-
erosity detection process called subitizing
rather than a more central process" (p. 100).
They proposed that evidence of the ability
to recognize numerical correspondences be-
tween more disparate sets of items, such as
visual displays and sounds, would ensure
that infants' responses were based on the de-
tection of numerical information. They rea-
soned that this ability would depend on a
process involving one-to-one correspon-
dence rather than on visual subitizing, since

the latter process could not be applied to
temporally distributed sets of sounds.

To test this ability, Starkey et al. (1990)
designed a series of experiments in which
6—8-month-olds were presented with both
visual and auditory sets. One approach was
to show pairs of visual displays with sets of
two and three objects. While the displays
were still visible, infants heard either two
or three drumbeats. Measurement of looking
time revealed that the infants looked sig-
nificantly longer toward the display that
matched the number of sounds. In a differ-
ent test of this matching ability, infants were
required to detect the correspondence be-
tween a set of sounds and a visual display-
when the two were not present simulta-
neously. Infants were shown displays of ei-
ther two or three objects until looking time
had decreased to a set criterion. Then they
heard either two or three drumbeats w^hich
emanated from behind a black disk that was
projected onto a screen. The infants looked
significantly longer toward the source of the
sounds when the sequences matched the
numerositj' of the habituation displays.

Starkey et al. (1990) interpreted these
results as evidence that infants can perceive
the nnmber of distinct entities both in a se-
quence of sounds and a visual display, and
can relate these sets to one another in terms
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of numerical equivalence. They concluded
that m order to detect such relations, infants
must make use of a process involving both
one-to-one correspondence and the; abstrac-
tion principle (i.e., knowledge that any dis-
crete element, including sounds, can be
enumerated) (Gelman & Gdlistel, 1978).
Further, they proposed that the enaergence
of these abilities is dependent on neither the
acquisition of language nor a culture-specific
counting system.

Glearly, this interpretation attributes to
infants competence far beyond that shown
in previous studies of infant number con-
cepts and, indeed, beyond that shown in
young children. It is reasonable to predict
that if infants can recognize auditory-visual
numerical correspondences, children should
succeed on similar tasks. In fact, it has been
claimed that acquisition of the conventional
number system is guided by the preverbal
numerical competencies available in iufancv
(Gallistel & Gelman, 1992; Gelman, 1991).
Thus, if infants have an abstract nnnaber con-
cept, this should be evident in early
childhood.

The competence tested by Starkey et al.
(1990) has not been directly assessed in
young children. However, existing studies
of counting system acquisition suggest that
children are not guided by an absti'act num-
ber concept For example, Schaeffer, Eggle-
ston. and Scott (1974) asked childrem to pro-
duce various sets ranging frora one to seven
items. In one condition, children produced
sets (;)f candies and in another condition they
produced sets of sounds by tapping on a
drum. For less proficient counters, perfor-
mance in the drum conditiou was signifi-
cantly worse than performance iu fhe caridy
eoiidition. Performance in both conditions
improved and began to converge once chil-
dren had mastered the conventional count-
iiig system. In another study, Wynn (1990)
asked preschool children to count various
sets of items, including physical objects,
eventSj and sounds. For all age groups
tested, the percentage of successful counts
was lower in tih^ sound condition than for
any of the other conditions. In fact, several
of the 2y->-year-olds appeared bewildered by
the conditions involving either events or
sounds and failed to count in them even
though they had successfully counted physi-
cal olajects. Finally, Shipley and Shepperson
(̂ 1990) found that young children demon-
strate a clear preference for counting dis-
crete physical objects and have great diffi-
cult)' overcoming this bias in order to count
nonobjects, such as classes or parts of items.

These findings suggest a lack of continu-
ity' with the claims made by Starkey et al.
(1990). However, because the tasks used in
these studies required children to count, it
is unclear whether the results refiect a lack
of conceptual understanding about number
or a lack of experience with the linguistic
counting routine. That is, children may fail
to count nonobjects simply because they
have never seen the count words applied in
this situation. It is unknown whether pre-
school children could recognize auditory-
visual numerical equivalence in a task that
does not require counting. That is, if children
can use a nonverbal method for establishing
numerical equivalence between auditory
and visual sets, then a nonverbal matching
task more similar to the Starkey et al. (1990)
procedure would provide a better test

The present study investigates the abil-
ity of preschool cbildren to make judgments
of numerical equivalence across modalities
using a task that does not require counting.
Three experiments were conducted to deter-
mine whether preschool children could suc-
cessfully complete tasks similar to those
used in Starkey et al.'s mfant studies (1990).
All three experiments involved presentation
of a target set followed by the child's choos-
ing an equivalent set from between two
choice arrays. This approach avoids the pos-
sible confounding of counting ability and
numerical reasoning ability described
above. In Experiment 1, the choice arrays
were presented after the target stimuli. In
Experiment 2, the choice arrays were pre-
sented before the target stimuli and re-
mained visible Iliroughout the trial. In
Experinient 3, the choice arrays were pre-
sented after the target stimuli, as in Experi-
ment 1, but children were given explicit in-
structions.

Experiment 1

In this experiment, children's ability to
match visual arrav's to auditory stimuli was
tested when the arrays and the stimuli were
presented in succession. This was compared
to their ability? to match the same visual
arrays to visual stimuli. The auditory-visual
matching task proddes a test of the compe-
tence that distinguishes Starkey et al.'s
(1990) study from previous work on infant
number concepts, namely, the ability to rec-
ognize intermodal numerical correspon-
dences. The visuaJ-visual matching task con-
trols for overall task complexity by testing
three basic components of the auditory-
visual matching task. These include (1) the
ability to complete a match-to-sample task
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based on numerical information, (2) the abil-
ity to indicate one's choice by pointing, and
(3) the ability to induce the goal of the exper-
imental task through demonstration and
feedback in a set of femiliarization trials.
Two counting tasks were included to deter-
mine whether success on either matcliiiig
i;ask is related td conventional counting abil-
ity. The How Many task measures children's
ability to recite the count word sequence to
enumerate a set of objects, as well as their
understanding'that the fi.nal word used in a
count rejpresents the .set's cardinal number.
The Give-a-Nuniber task further measures
children's abilitj' to use tlrie count words to
represent the cardinality of a set but has a
format t:hat does not require iinderstanding
of quantitative terms, such, as "many" or
"how many," vvhicli may be difficult fbr
young children to interpret (Wj-im, 1980).

Method
Suhjects.—Ninety-six children partici-

pated in the experiment. They were divided
evenly into two age groups (years-months).
3-year-olds (M = 3-6; range 3-0 to 3-11) and
4-year-olds (M = 4-6; range 4-0 to 4-11).^
Tl^ese age groups were chosen in an attempt
to test childreti both before and after mastery
of tlie linguistic counting system. Each
group included 24 boys and 24 girls. The
children were drawn from preschools that
served a predominantly white, middle-class
population in the greater Chicago area. All
carod from homes where English was the
primarj' language.

Materials and procedure.—Each child
completed two matching tasks: auditoiy-
visual matching and visual-visual control;
and two countirig tasks: How Many and
Give-a-Number. The auditoiy-visual match-
ing and visual-visual control tasks were al-
ways presented before the counting tasks
and were counterbalanced for order of pre-
sentation across subjects. The How Many
task was presented next, followed by the
Give-a-Number task.

For both matching tasks, children were
presented with a target set and then they
chose from between t\vo arrays of dots the
on(!> that matched the target set. Two sets of
5 X 8 inch, unlined, white index cards were
used for the arrays on both of the matching
tasks. Each card' had a horizontal line of

¥4-inch black dots, ranging in number from
one to fii-e, which ran across its center. The
backs of the cards were covered in black
poster board so that the dots were visible
only wheti the cards were facing up. One set
of cards was drawn so that all of the lines of
dots were of equal length. A second set was
drawn so that the deasitj- of the dots was
held eqiial.^ Half of each set w"as naixed with
half of the other in a randoni order, resulting
in the fbrmattoa of two sets for which half of
the criaJs were controlled for line length and
half were controlleid for density. Sample tri-
als of each type are displayed in Figure 1.
Estcii child was presented willi one of the
two choice card sets for both matching tasks.

Each set of cards was divided into pairs
that included a target nsimerositj", either
two, three, or four, and a foil that was the
tarp;et numerosity plus or minus one. Within
each pair, both cards were controlled for ei-
ther line length or densitj'. That is, a density-
contiolled card was never paired with aline
length—controlled card. The side on which
the target numerosity appeared was counter-
balanced across trials, so, for example, half
of tJie target "two's" appeared on the left and
half appeared on the right. Each pair consti-
tuted one trial.

Auditory-visual matching trials began
\¥itli tlie cards placed face down in two
stacts approximately 9 inches apart. Then
the experimenter presented the target num-
erosit}!- as series of claps. For example, on a
"two trial" the experimenter would clap two
times. Next, the first pair of choice cards was
immediately flipped over to reveal the arrays
of dots and the child indicated his or her
choice by pointing. Claps were presented at
an even rate of one per second. The experi-
meritei sat directly across from the child and
her hands were fiilly visible throughout pre-
sentation of the claps. Unlike the infant ex-
periments which provided only auditory
stimuli, this mode of presentation provided
ebildren vrith additional BumericaJ informa-
tion that was visual-sequential. Further-
morCj tliis avoided potentially distracting
procedures such as presenting the sounds
from a hidden location or turning a tape re-
corder oa and off.

Visual-visual control trials were com-
pleted in a similai- manner, except that target

^ The children were originally divided into four 6-month age groups, however, for the sake
of claritj' and ease of mterpretation, these were collapsed into two age groups. Statistical tests
reveal the same pattern of findings whether or not the age groups are collapsed.

^ Of course, it would be impossible to var>' line length and density on cards with only one
dot. For these pairs, the single dot always appeared in the center of the card.
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Density Controlled Trial

Une Length ControlSed Trial

FIG. 1.—Example choice card pairs used for the auditory-visual and visual-visual matching tasks

numerosities were presejited as sets of ob-
jects. On a blank white earid in between the
two stacks of choice cards, an experimenter
placed the target number of %-inch black
disks in a horizontal line. On trials where
the choice cards were controlled for density,
the line of disks was presented as they
would appear on a line length-controlled
card. Similarly, when the trial had line
length—controlled choice cards, the disks
were laid out as they would appear on a den-
sity-controlled choice card (see Fig. 1). The
disks were left in full view of the child for a
few seconds and were then covered with a
white box. Next, the choice cai'ds were
flipped over to reveal tlie arrays of dots, and
the child indicated his or her choice by-
pointing.

Each matching task was preceded by a
brief series of familiarization trials, on the
pair of one versus two, which v/ere pre-
sented in the following way. First, the exper-
imenter said, "We're going to play a game.
I'll show you how it goes." Then, she dem-
onstrated the task by presenting a target set
and pointing to the correct card while they
were still facing up. The child was told,
"Now it's your turn," and received two prac-
tice trials of this type. Next, the task was
demonstrated with the choice cards facing
down, as is the case on test trials, and the
child received two more practice trials of
this t>'pe. These were followed immediately
by the 12 test trials, in which the cards were
face down. Most children readily grasped
the task and pointed without any further in-
struction. However, eight children (four
from each age .group) who initially pointed
to both choice cards during familiarization

were asked to point to the card that was the
sanae. Following the verbal prompt, all eight
children responded appropriately by point-
ing to only one card. When a correct re-
sponse was given during the practice trials,
the child was praised and told, "That's
right!" If an incorrect response was given,
the child was shown the correct answer and
told, "It was this card." No feedback of any
kind was given during test trials.

The How Many and Give-a-Number
tasks were given to measure mastery of the
conventional counting system. In the How
Many task, children were given a long piece
of corrugated cardboard with 10 disks glued
in a line down the middle. They were asked
to count the disks aloud, and then they were
asked to tell how many disks there were.
Ten disks were chosen in order to provide a
sufficiently challenging range. In the Give-
a-Number task, children were given 15 disks
and asked to place a certain number of them
on a blank index card. Each of the numbers
from one to six was requested in one of two
fixed random orders. Once the child had re-
sponded to each request, the disks were re-
turned so that the pile of 15 disks remained
constant The range of numerosities re-
quested is based on Wynn's (1990) pro-
cedure.

Results
For every child, each correct match was

given one point, resulting in a total possible
score of 12 for each matching task. A total
score of six is predicted by chance because
on any given trial there is a .50 probability
of answering correctly by guessing. The
matching task performance for children in
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FIG. 2.—Matching task performance as a function of age group and matching task type for Experi-

ment 1

each age group is presented in Figure 2.
Two-tailed t tests were Used to compare the
mean scores for children in each age group
with the score predicted by chance (i.e., 6
out of 12). These comparisons revealed that
3-year'olds performed at chance on the audi-
tory-visual matching task, e(47) = 0.82, N.S.,
whereas the 4-year-olds performed signifi-
cantly above chance, t{47) — 6.59, p < .0005.
In contrast, both groups performed signifi-
cantly above chance on the visual-visual
control task: 3-year-olds, t(47) = 10.29, p <
.0005, 4-year-olds, t(47) = 14.29, p < .0005.

A similar pattern of results emerged
when the data w êre analyzed according to
the number of children whose performance
exceeded a criterion of nine out of 12 correct
matches on each matching task (p < .06) (see
Table 1). The number of children expected
to pass this criterion can be determined by-
multiplying the probabilities associated
with the criterion with the number of chil-
dren in the sample. Hence, based on random
guessing, 2.88 of the 48 children in each age
group would be expected to pass this crite-
rion and 45.12 would not. As shown in Table
1, this restilt was obtained for 3-year-olds'
performance on the auditor>'-visual task,

^( ) =.01, N.S.; however, 25 of tfie 48 3-

year-olds passed the criterion for the visual-
visual matching task, x^(l) = 180.74, p <
.0005. In contrast, the number of 4-year-olds
passing this criterion was significantly above
chance for both the auditory-visual task,
X^(l) = 121.28, p < .0005, and the visual-
visual control task, x^(l) = 430.03, p <
.0005.

An analysis of variance was conducted
on the children's matching task scores with
task type as a within-subject factor and age,
gender, choice card set, and order of presen-
tation as between-subjects factors. A signifi-
cant main efFect of task type was revealed,
F(l, 91) = 107.06, p < .0001, which reflected
higher scores on the visual-visual matching
task than on the auditory-visual matching
task. There was also a significant main effect
of age, F(l, 91) = 35.19, p < .0001, which
refiected better performance by the 4-year-
olds (M = 9.02) than by the 3-year-olds (M =
7.19). Although no main effect of order of
presentation was found, there was a signifi-
cant interaction between task type and or-
der, F(l, 91) = 5.77, p < .05. However, pair-
wise comparisons (Scheffe S, p < .025 to
control for multiple comparisons) revealed
that the differences between performance
for each task when it was presented first ver-
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TARLE 1

NUMBER OF CHILDREN PERFORMING AT OR .ABOVE CRITERION
FOR EXPERIMENT 1

Number Average Age
Age Group and Task (Proportion) (Years-Months)

3-year-olds (n = 48;:
Auditory-visual 3 (.06) 3-9
Visual-visual 23 (.52) 3-6

4-year-olds (n = 48):
Auditory-\'isual 21 (.44) 4-7
Visual-visual 37 (.77) 4-6

, jMoTE —The criterion used is 75% (9 out of 12) correct matches (p <
.06).

sus second did not reach significance (audi-
tory-visual: presented first, M = 6.63, pre-
sented second, M = 7.25; visual-visual,
presented first, M = 9.04, presented second,
M = 9.50). Moreover, performance on the
visual-visual matching task was significantly
better than on the auditory-visual matching
task for both orders of presentation. No other
significant main effects or interactions were
found. It should be noted that because the
data in this experiment are proportional, the
assumption of homogeneit;? of variance
could be violated. However, a parallel analy-
sis using arcsin transformations of children's
matching task scores revealed the same pat-
tern of results, confirming the robustness of
fhe results reported here.

A second Einalysis of variance was car-
ried out to examine differences in perfor-
mance based on the size of the target sets.
Recall that four trials for each of the three
target set sizes were presented; two, three,
and four. A total score of two is predicted by
chance because on any given trial there is
a .50 probability of answering correctly by
guessing. These scores were used in an anal-
ysis of Vciriance with age as the between-
subjects factor.

The ANOVA revealed a significant main
effect of target set size, F(l, 188) = 23.55,
p < .0001, and a significant task type x set
size interaction, F(l, 188) = 4.53, p < .05.
These effects were modified by a significant
three-way interaction between task t>-pe, set
size, and age group, F(l, 94) = 3.23, p < .05.
(A parallel analysis using arcsin transforma-
tions of children's matching task scores re-
vealed the same pattern of results.) An exam-
ination of Figure 3 suggests that the
interaction is due to the contrast between
the 4-year-olds' performance, which showed
a sharp decline at set size four on both

matching tasks, and the 3-year-olds' perfor-
mance, which showed no effect of set size
on the auditor>'-v[sual matching task and a
moderate effect of set size for the visual-
\'isual control task. Pairwise comparisons
(Scheffe S, p < .01 to control for multiple
comparisons) of set size for each task and age
group confirm that this was the case. On the
auditory-visual matching task, 4-year-olds'
scores were significantly worse for set size
four than for set size two. On the visual-
visual control task, children in this age group
performed significantly worse for set size
four than for either set size two or set size
three. In neither case did performance on
set size two differ significantly from that on
set size three. Similarly, 3-year-olds' visual-
visual control task scores for set size four dif-
fered significantly from set size two, but
scores for set sizes two and three did not
differ significantly. In contrast, 3-year-olds'
performance on the auditory-visual match-
ing task did not vary significantly based on
set size.

It is possible that the ability to recog-
nize auditory-visual numerical matches is
related to mastery of the conventional count-
ing system. For example, children who were
successful on auditory-visual matching may
have relied on their counting skills to meet
the demands of this task. If so, one would
expect to find tliat level of conventional
counting ability V7ould be related to perfor-
mance on fhe auditory-visual matching task
scores. The following analyses investigated
this question by considering performance on
the How Many and Give-a-Number tasks in
relation to matching task scores.

For the How Many task, children were
first asked to count 10 disks that were glued
in a row, and then they were asked to tell
how many disks there were. Ghildren re-
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FIG. 3.—Matching task performance for children in each age group as a tunction of matching task
t\'pe and target set size for Experiment 1.

ceived one point for tagging each disk with
the appropriate count word and one point
for giving the last count word used in re-
sponse to the question "How many?" (maxi-
mum score = 2). For the Give-a-Number
task, children were asked to produce a set of
disks for each numerosity, one through six.
Each child received one point foir every cor-
rect response for each of the numerosities
requested (maximum score = 6). All points
earned on the How Many and Give-a-
Nianber tasks were pooled together to yield
a counting skill score out of eight possible
points for each child. Performance on the
How Many and Give-a-Number tasks was
significantly correlated, r(95) = .65, p <
.0001, providing convergent evidence that a
common underlying skill was tapped by
both tasks.

The pooled counting scores and the
children's ages in months were used as pre-
dictors in a multiple linear regression on the
children's auditory-visual matching task
scores, (^(95) = .40, p < .0001. There were
significant effects of both counting skill, par-
tial F(l, 93) = 13.88, p < .0005, and age,
partial F(l, 93) = 9.50, p < .005. In a parallel
analysis for visual-visual conbrol task perfor-
mance using the same predictors, r^(95) =

.30, p < .0001, there was a significant effect
of counting skill, partial F(l, 93) = 16.11,
p < .0001, but not of age, partial F(l, 93) =
1.35, N.S. Although these analyses provide
evidence that conventional counting ability
is related to improved matching task perfor-
mance, it should be noted that age also is
significantly correlated with counting skill,
r{95) = .62, p < .0001. However, even
though age and counting skill are highly cor-
related, there is still a significant effect of
counting skill on both tasks.

Furthermore, there is evidence that
only proficient counters were successful on
tlie auditory-visual matching task. Ghildren
were divided irito two groups based on their
perforniaHce on the counting tasks. Ghildren
were coded as being more proficient count-
ers if they obtained at least seven out of
eight possible points when performance on
the How Many and Give-a-Number tasks
was pooled. Ghildren who obtained com-
bined scores of six or less were coded as less
proficient counters. Using these criteria, 36
children were identified as more proficient
counters (mean age = 4-5; SD = 5.86
months), and the remaining 60 children
were identified as less proficient counters
(mean age = 4-0; SD = 5.77 months). The



matching task performance for both groups,
clisplayed in Figure 4, reveals that more pro-
ficient counters performed significantly
above chance on the auditory-visual match-
ing task, t{35) = 8.78, p < .001. In contrast,
the mean auditory-visual matching score for
children who were less proficient counters
was not significantly different from chance,
*(59) = 0.63, N.S. Mean scores on the vi-
suaJ-vilsual niatching task were significantly
above chance for both groups: more profi-
cient, <(33) = 16.31, p < .001, less proficient,
t(m = 10.77, p < .001, although somewhat
higher for more proficient counters. Thus,
even though conventional counting knowl-
edge is related to improved performance on
both matching tasks, it may be a prerequisite
for success on the auditory-visual matching
task.

Based on these results, a second crite-
rion was used to determine whether even
minimal counting proficiency (i.e., encom-
passing the highest numerosity tested)
would be sufficient fbr performing the audi-
tory-visual task. This criterion defined mini-
mat counting proficiency as being abJe to
cou,nt at least four items, give up to at least
four items, and give the last count word used
in response to the question how manv (maxi-
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mum score = 6). Using this criterion, the
same pattern of results emerged. Ghildren
with minimal counting proficiency (n = 44,
mean age = 4-3; SD •= 6.47 months) were
still able to perfomn the auditory-visual task
above chance, t(43) = 6.17, p < .001. In con-
trast, those with less than minimal counting
proficiency (» = 52, mean age = 3-8; SD =
5.64 months) were at chance on the auditory-
visual task, t(51) = 0.08, N.S. However,
children in both groups, even those with less
than minimal counting proficiency, could
perform the visual-visual matching task
above chance: minimal proficiency, t(43) =
19.12, p < .001, less than minimal profi-
ciency, f(51) = 9.iJ8, p < .001.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 clearly

show that the ability to match accurately the
number of sounds with an equivalent visual
display emerges between 3 and 4 years of
age. These findings reveal a gap between
the level of understanding attributed to in-
fants by Starkey et al. (1990) and that shown
by preschoolers in the present study. If 3-
year-oMs possess any ability that would
allow them to detect numerical correspon-
dences between auditory and visual stimuli,
then it is surprising that their scores on the
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present task were not even slightly above
chance. Analyses of performance by set size
indicated that 3-year-Qlds perfoimed at
chance on the auditor^'-visual matching task
even for the lowest numerosity tested. In
contrast, 4-year-olds performed significantly
above chance on the auditory-visual match-
ing task, demonstrating that success is at-
tained with development. Ghildren in both
fige groui>s performed sigiiifieantly above
chance on the visual-visual coiitrdl task. This
indicates that it was not demands ioherent
in the esjperimental procedure that pre-
vented the 3-j'ear-olds from making correct
^uditorj'-visual matches. iBstead, there ap-
pear to be processing demaads uoique to the
auditory-visual matdiiiig tasfc that presented
a challenge to cMldreii in this age group.
This could be due to eitlier differences be-
tween the visual and auditorj* modalities or
the contrast between the siraultarieous pre-
mentation of items in a visual airay versus the
sequential presentation oi a set of sounds.

Analyses of performance on conven-
tional counting tasks indicate that mastery of
the linguistic counting system is related to
success on both matching tasks. However, in
contrast to the visual-visual control task, on
the auditorj'-visual matching task it was only
children virho demonstrated liiaguistic count-
ing proficiency who were able to perform at
a level significantly above chance. These re-
sults imply that acquisition of the linguistic
counting system precedes the ability to de-
tect numerical eorrespofideiices between
auditory and visual stimuli.

Experinient 2

In Experiment 1, children were re-
quired to represent the totalnuinerosity' ofa
target set in memory and then make the cor-
rect numerical match to a vi,sual arra\'. It
seemed possible that performance might im-
prove with a different procedure which
would facilitate the use of a one-to-one cor-
respondence strategy similar to that which
Starkey et al. (1990) proposed to account for
the infants' success on their tasks. In Experi-
ment % the visual displays and the auditory
stimuli were presented simultaneously,
thereby allowing matches to be made by
mentally tagging each dot as the sounds
were presented.

MetJiod
Subjects.—Forty-eight children partici-

pated in the experiment. They were divided
evenly into three age groups (years-months):
3V2-year-olds (M = 3-9; range 3-6 to 3-11),

4-year-olds (M = 4-2; range 4-0 to 4-5), and
4^A-year-oJds (M = 4-9; range 4-6 to 4-11).
Each age group included eight boys and
eight girls. Younger 3-year-olds were ex-
cluded from this experiment because initial
findings indieated that their results would
•fldt difler from those of the 3Va-year-olds.
The ckilclren were drawn from preschools
that sereed a predoniinaiitly white, middle-
class population in the greater Ghicago area.
None, had participated in Experiment 1, al-
though som.e came from, the same preschools
as cliildren who had, AH came firona homes
where English was the primary language.

Materials and procedure.-—The proce-
dure and materials were identical to those
used iri Experiment 1, except that on the au-
ditory-visual and visual-visual matching
tasks the choice cards were facing up during
presenta.tioii of either the disks or the claps.
For example, an axiditor̂ ^z-visiial trial would
begin when the two choice cards were
turned up to reveal the dots. Next, the se-
quence of claps began. When the claps
ended the child made his or her choice. The
experimenter indicated that the clapping se-
quence had ended by folding her hands and
looking at the child. Visual-visual tiials pro-
ceeded in a similar manner. Aft;er tbe choice
cards were turned face up, a set of disks was
laid out and left in fiill view of the child for
a few seconds. The disks were then covered,
afler which the child indicated his or her
choice by pointing. During the faniiliariza-
tioa trials, one 4-year-old: did not respond at
all. She was prompted to point to the card
tiiat was the same and responded by point-
ing on all trials thereafter.

Results
As in Experiment 1, every correct match

received one point, resulting in a total possi-
ble score of 12 for each task. A score of six
is preificted by chance because on any given
trial tiaei'e is a .50 probability of answering
correctly by guessing. The matching task
performance for children in each age group
is presented in Figure 5. Two-tailed * tests
comparing the mean scores for children in
each a|re ;group with the score predicted by
chance (i.e., 6 out of 12) revealed that only
the 4fy>-oi-year-old age group perfbrmed sig-
nificaiiBy' above chance on the auditory-
visual matching task: 3%-year-oids, t(15) =
0.50, N.S., 4-year-olds, t(15) = 0.42, N.S.,
4iA-year-oids, t(15) = 2.78, p < .01. How-
ever, performance on the visual-visual con-
trol task was significantly above chance for
all three age groups: 3Va-year-olds, t(15) =
5.23, p < :0dO5, 4-year-olds, *(1.5) = 7.30, p
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FIG. 5 —Matching task performance as a function of age group and matching task type for Expen-

< .0005, 4y2-year-.olds, t(15) = 13.34, p <
.0005.

A similar pattern of results emerged
when the data were analyzed accoiding to
the number of children whose perfonnance
exceeded a criterion of nine out of 12 correct
matches on each matching task (p < .06). On
the auditory-visual matching task, tlie num-
ber of children passing this criterion ex-
ceeded the expected value (i.e., one child)

for only the 4V2-year-old group: 3V2-year-
olds, x^(l) = -002, N.S., 4-year-olds, x^(l) =
1.20, N.S., 4V2-year-olds, x^(l) = 28.15, p <
.0005. In contrast, the number of children
passing this criterion on the visual-visual
control task was significantly greater than
the expected value for children in all age
groups: 3V2-year-oIds, x^(l) = 111.7', p <
.0005, 4-year-olds, x^(l) = 111-7, P < .0005,
4%-year-olds, x^(l) = 218.44, p < .0005 (see
Table 2).

TABLE 2
NUMBER OF CHILDREN PERFOR*nNG AT OR ABOVE CRITERION

FOR EXPERIMENT 2

Number Average Age
Age Group and Task (Proportion) (Years-Months)

3V2-year-olds (n = 16):
Auditory-visual 1 (.06) 3-11
Visual-visual 11 (.69) 3-10

4-year-olds (ra = 16):
Auditory-visual 2 (.13) 4-2
Visual-visual 11 (.69) 4-3

4V2-year-olds (n = 16):
Auditory-visual 6 (.38) 4-30
Visual-visual 15 (.94) 4-9

NOTE.—The criterion used is 75% (9 out of 12) correct matches (p <
.06)
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An analysis of variance on the children's
matching task scores with task type as a
within-subject factor and age group, gender,
choice card set, and order of presentation as
between-subjects factors revealed a signifi-
cant main effect of task type, F(l, 42) =
72.4% p < .0061, such that seores for the vi- '
sual-visual matching task were higher ftan
those for the auditorj^-visual matching task.
Ho other significant main effeets or intpeic^
tions were found.

A second arialysis viras conducted to ex-
amine the effects of tai:g^i: set size. As in E?s-
periment 1, each chiltl's performance wâ s
code4 sepaiately for e îch target set size, re-
sulting in a total possible; score of four for
each numerqsitjf tested on each matcliiiig
task. (A total score of two is predicted by
chanea because on any given trial there is
a .50 proliability of answering correctly by
guessing..) These scores were used in an
analysis of variance with atgje as the betweeri-
subjects factor. A sigiiifiira.nt main effect of
target set size, F(l,' 90) = 10.06,' p <.OOffl,
was qualified by a signiicanttasktype X set
size interaction, F(l, 90) = 19.55, p < .0001.
An examination of Figure 6 suggests that this
interaction is due to the contrast between a
steady decline in performance across set size
on the visual-visual control task and stable
perfoirnaiiceat ehaiaGe. across .set size oil the
auditriry-v'isual matching task.: PairW'ise;cctai-
pafisons (Scheffe S, p < .023 to contrdl for
multiple comparisons) confirm that the
scores for each target set size do not differ
significantly frpiH one another on the audi-
tofj'-visual ma,tching task. On the '̂isvja]-
visual control task, pertbrmarice on trids for
wliiohfoar was flie target set size was ' sig-
nificantly worse thaa for set sizes two or
three. The difference between perforixiance
on set size two tod set size three also ap-
proached significance (p = .026). Furiier,
an exa,i3niiiatioa of the difference between
perforinajnce on each matchihg task within
set size (̂ Scheffe S, p < .01 to control for
multiple comparisons) revealed that this dif-
ference was signiftcaiitfor set sizes twr«>,an<l
three, butnot for setsize fouir. Thus, the de-
cline in pierfonnaaee across set size oii the
visual-visual control task elirainated the vi-
spaji-visual performance advaatage at set
size four. Urilifee Experiment 1, there were
no signifieant interacSons involving set size
aiJd'gge. Paraillel analyses using arcsin feairis-
formations of children's matcMng task seores
revfealed the same paftera of results as those
using tiie raw data.

Analyses of iiie relation betvi'een count-
ing slsill and matching task performance par-

allel to those used in Experiment 1 were car-
ried out Children's counting skill was coded
following the procedure established in Ex-
periment 1, and their pooled counting scores
and ages in months were used as factors in a
multiple linear regression on the children's
a'tiditory-visual matching task scores, r^(47)
= .27., p < .001. The results revealed sig-
nificant effects of both counting skill, partial
F{1, 45) =• 6.19, p < .02, and age, partial F(l,
45) = 5.43. p < .05. In contrast, a parallel
legression analysis for Visual-visual control
tasfe performance did not reach significance,
3 (̂47) = .08., H.S., and there were no sig-
nificant effects found for either counting
skill, partial Ff 1, 45) = 1.34, N.S., or age,
partial F(l, 45) = 1.33, N.S. As before, it is
impoitent to note that age is significantly
correlated with counting skill, r^i47) = .30,
p <M3; however, level of counting skill still
has a significant effect on auditory-visual
matching tasfc performanee.

As in Experiment 1, children were
coded as minimally proficient or less than
minimally proficient counters based on their
abilitjf to couflt up to four, give at least four
items, and give the last count word used in
response to the question "How many?" Us-
ing these criteria, 21 of the 48 children who
participated in Experiment 2 attained mini-
mally proficient ct>unter status (mean age =
4-4;; SD = 5.03 months) and 27 did not
(mean age = 4-3; SD = 5.16 months).
Matching task perfonnance for these two
grpups is displayed graphically in Figure 7.
Minimally proficient counters performed
significantly above cliance on the auditory-
visual matching task, *(20) = 2.36, p < .05.
In; coMti-ast, the mean auditory-visual match-
ing score for children who were less than
rdimsinally proficient counters was not sig-
ni:fica.ntly different from chance, i(26) =
0.1,3, N.S. Average scores on the visual-
viswal matching task were significantly
above chance for both groups: minimally
profiqient counters, f(20) = 7.54, p < .001,
less than minimally proficient counters,
tiM) = 11-15, p < '.001, although slightly
higher for the more proficient group. Thus,
as io Experiment 1, there is evidence that
even though conventional counting knowl-
edge is related to improved performance on
both matching tasks, it may be a prerequisite
for success on the auditory-visual matching
task.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 indicate

that, as in Experiment 1, there were fewer
correct auditory-visual than visual-visual
matches. However, unlike Experiment 1,
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there was no significant main effect of age.
Even though the m:ean scores on each task
improved steadily with development, the
differences in performance among the three
age groups were not statistically significant
This may be due to either the greater statisti-
cal power provided by the larger sample size
in Experinient 1 or because the task used in
Experiment 2 was sufBciently difficult that
a floor effect was observed for children in
age range tested.

In Experiment 2, the target sets and re-
sponse arrays were presented sirnulta-
neously because it seenjed possible that this
might improve performance by facilitating
the use of one-to-one correspondence. This
was a reasonable prediction, inasmuch as
tagging items in a one-to-one fashion was
weiU wi.thin the children's range of ability.
When children were given credit for tsigging
each item on the How Many task, regardless
of whether the tags were the appropriate
count words, and allowing for one error of
either skipping or double-counting an item
(e.g., Wynn, 1990), it was found that 81% of
the children successfully applied the one-to-
one principle to tag individual items. This
is consistent with previous evidence that
preschool children are quite accurate in
applying the one-to-one principle to count
small sets {Gelman &: Gallistel, 1978; Wynn,
199G). Furthermore, it demonstrates an im-
pressive tagging ability on the part of the
children who partieipated in the current
study, given the large set size of 10 items
used to test them.

However, the present results indicate
that children were not aided by the change
from sequential to simultaneous presenta-
tion of the target sets and response arrays.
In fact, 3¥2- and 4-year-olds in [Experiment 2
performed at chance on the auditory-visual
matching task using the simijltaneous proce-
dure. This suggests that children may not
apply one-to-one con-espoodence on the au-
ditor>--visual task, or, if they dp, this strategy
may not be particularly effiective. For exam-
ple, on the present task; a child would need
to tag mentally each dot in the visual array
as the sounds were presented- If the child
happened to be looking at the nonmatching
array while doing tiiis ta,gging, he or she
would have to deduce that the other card
was the correct match W default.

Experiment 3
In Experiments 1 and 2, children were

required to induce the goal of the task
through demonstration and feedback in or-

der to respond appropriately. Although chil-
dren's performance on the visual-visual con-
trol taiik indicated that they were able to do
so, it is possible that performance on the au-
dltor>'-visual matching task would improve
if explicit instructions were given. If the pro-
cessing demands of the auditory-visual
matchmg task are greater, then explicit in-
structiijas might be required for children to
understand the task, whereas explicit in-
stroctiaus Viould not be required for success
on ilie sjJKipler \ isual-visual control task. In
Expej irneDt 3, children were presented with
the same tasks as in Experiment 1, but they
were gj\(P£t explicit instructions in addition
to demcmstiatioii and feedback.

Method
Sul^jects —Twenty-four 3-year-olds (M =

3-6; range 3-0 to 3-11) participated m the ex-
periment There was an equal number of
boys and girls The children were drawn
from prtschools that served a predominantly
white middle-class population in the
greatei Ghjcago area. None had participated
in Experiment 1 or Experiment 2, although
most carne from the same preschools as chil-
dren who had. All came from homes where
English was the primarj' language.

Materials and procedure.—The proce-
dure and materials were identical to those
used io Experiment 1, except that the exper-
imenter introduced the task by saying, "I'm
going to clap (or lay out some disks) and
you're going to point to the card with the
same number. I'll show you how." Then the
experimenter demonstrated the task as in
Experimentis 1 and 2. On the practice trials,
children Were told, "Now I'll clap (or lay out
some disks) and you point to the card with
the same number." If children pointed to the
correct array they were told, "Yes! That's the
card With the same number." If they pointed
to the incorrect array, the experimenter
pqinteci to the correct array and said, "This
card has the same number." After six test
trials, children were reminded again to point
to the card with the same number.

Because no effect of the choice card set
was fo -̂iad in Experiments 1 and 2, only one
set (Eldfii 1) was presented in Experiment
3. As biSffore, the order of presentation for the
audit&ri-Tiiisual matching and visual-visual
contrdl tasks ŵ as counterbalanced across
subjects. The How Many and Give-a-
Number tasks were presented after the
matching tasks.

Results-
Children in Experiment 3 obtained a

mean score of 5.70 on the auditory-visual



matching task, and 8.29 on the visuiil-visual
control task. Two-tailed t tests comparing
these scores with the score predicted by
chance (i.e., 6 out of 12) revealed that chil-
dren performed at chance on the auditory-
visual matching task, t(23) = 1.49, N.S. In
contrast, performance on the visual-visual
eontrol task was significantly above chance,
t(23) = 6.21, p < .001. A similar pattern of
results emerged when the data were ana-
lyzed according to the number of children
whose performance exceeded a criterion of
nine out of 12 correct matches on each
matching task (p < .06). The expected num-
ber of children passed this criterion for the
auditon'-visuai task, number passing = 1,
X (̂l) = .14, N.S., but significantly more chil-
dren passed the criterion for the visual-
yisual control task, number passing = 12,
X (̂l) = 82.38, p < .0005. An analysis of vari-
ance on the children's auditory-visual and
visual-visual matching task scores with gen-
der and order of presentation as between-
subjects factors revealed a significajnt main
effect of task tj'pe, F(l, 21) = 46.18, p <
,0001, such that scores for the visuid-visual
matching task were higher than those for the
auditory-visual matching task.

A second aaalysis was conducted to ex-
amine the effects of target set size. As before,
ev êry child's performance was coded sepa-
rately for each target set size, resulting in a
total possible score of four for each numero-
sity tested on each matching task. (A total
score of two is predicted by chance because
on axiy given trial there is a .50 probability
of answering coreectly by guessing.) These
scores were used in an analysis of variance
with task type as the within-subject factor. A
significant main effect of target set size, F(l,
46) = 3.78, p < .05, was qualified by a sig-
nificant task type X set size interaction, F(l,
40) = 8.56, p < .001. This interaction was
due to the contrast between a decline in per-
formance across set: size for the visual-visual
cdntrol task, and stable chance leve! perfor-
mance across set ^ize for the auditory-visual
matching task. Pairsvise comparisons
(Schefie S, p < .025 to control for multiple
comparisons) confirm that, on the visual-
visual control task, scores for set size four
(M = 2.38) were significantly lower than
those for set size hvo (M = 3.73), but not for
?et size three {U = 3.25, p = .036). Scores
for s^t size two were not significantly differ-
ent from scores for set size three. However,
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scores on the auditory-visual matching task
did not differ significantly from one another
based on target set size (set size two: M =
2.94; set size three: M = 2.15; set size four:
M = 2.25). Further, an examination of the
difference between performance on each
matching task wittiin set size (Scheffe S, p
< .01 to control for multiple comparisons)
revealed that this difference was significant
for set sizes two and three, but not for set
size four. Thus, the decline in performance
across set size on the visual-visual control
task eliminates the visual-visual perfor-
mance advantage at set size four. Parallel
analyses of variance using arcsin transforma-
tions of children's matching task scores re-
vealed the same pattern of results as those
reported above.

Analyses of the relation between count-
ing skill and matching task performance par-
allel to those used in Experiment 1 were car-
ried out. Children's counting skill was coded
following the procedure established in Ex-
periment 1, and both these scores and the
children's ages in months were used as fac-
tors in a multiple linear regression on the
children's auditory-visual matching task
scores, r^(23) = .18, N.S. The results re-
vealed a significant effect of counting skill,
partial F(l, 21) = 4.66, p < .05, but not age,
partial F(l, 21) = 0.70, N.S. In a multiple
linear regression on visual-visual control
task scores, r^(23) = .28, p < .05, counting
skill was found to be marginally significant,
partial F(l, 21) = 4.11, p < .06, but age was
not, partial F(l, 21) = 1.20, N.S. Although
only 3-year-olds participated, in Experiment
3, and the small age variance limits the sta-
tistical effects of age, age and counting skill
were marginally correlated, r(23) = .37, p
< , 10, indicating tlaat older 3-year-olds had
better counting ability than younger 3-year-
olds. The significant effect of counting abil-
ity on auditory-visual matching task perfor-
mance, even w^hen counting skill andTage are
not highly correlated, suggests that knowl-
edge of the conventional counting system
makes an important contribution to success
on the auditory-visual task.^

Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 indicate

tliat providing explicit instructions did not
lead to improved performance. As before, .3-
year-old children performed at chance on
the auditory-visual matching task and sig-

The minimaliy proficient counter analysis was not carried out in Experiment 3 because
only four of the 24 children met the criterion for ntiinimally proficient counter status established
in Experiment 1. Since this made the two groups to be compared extremely unbalanced this
analysis would not be reliable.
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nificantly above chance on the visual-visual
control task. This finding is consisicnt with
other indications that chiHren fail to irofig-
nize auditory-visual numerical co'iespori-
dences even though they understand the })a
sic requirenients of the inateliing Lisk For
example, 3-year-olds' aboye chant r- porioi
maiice on ihe visual-visual control t.isk pro
>ides strong evidence tliat ihey weio < apa
ble of completiDig a mateh-to-samii]< 1 isl
based on numeiiGal inforrdatiQn. N'u>ii..1 he-
jess, chilciren ia thi^ agtegrbiii) CO111.J knli^
perfdrmed at'cJiaiHee on the akdituit i i i i3
matching task. '

^t appears that demands unique tti tht
auditory-visiial matching task, and not an in
ability' to grisp jiie general requiromcnl^ ol
the iHsk itself, eSjjlains the 3-year-oids' iai\-
ure. Of course, an'^xperiment like this cauld
nevat rule out the possibility that dilft icrit
inst]na<?ti!ons might Be "more effective How-
ever, ft is not clear what would be nil kulcd
in such instructions.

General Diseussion
I

Starkey et al. (1990) reported that infants
can recognize numerical equivalence across
modalities. They posited the use of a process
involving bodh one-to-one correspondence
and the abstraction principle and argued that
the emergeiice of this ability is not depen-
dent on the acquisition of a conventional
counting system. Based on these claims, one
would expect preschool children to show a
similar competence. However, the present
experiments provide no evidence that 3-
yeW-olds can detect the numerical corre-
spondence bet\veen auditory and visual
stimuli. This is true even though they suc-
cessfully cornpleted a control task that re-
qiiired! visual to wsual matching. In contrast,
4-year-oIds performed significantly above
chance on both tasks, demonstrating that
success on the auditory-visual matching task
is attsined witli development. The counting
task analyses sijggest that success on the au-
ditory-visual matching task may be related
to mastery of the linguistic counting system.
The present fimdings are difficult to recon-
cile with claims that infants recognize inter-
modal nuitaerieial correspondences and that
acquisition of̂  the conventional number sys-
tem is guided by the preverbal nuniericatl
competencies available in infancy (Gallistel
& Geiman, 1992; Gelman, 1991).

There are several possible explanations
for the lack of continuity between Starkey et
al.'s (1990) claims and the present results.

C liif !•» f i tat the discrepant v i s due to the con-
Irasi ]>( tween tbe use ui i passive looking
tiiiit I'^spmise m the uilarit study and an ^.c-
tiii f i IKJICI^ ii^sporise m thi preschool study.
J'''-'Jit<!]>i- fho seiisibvity deuionstrated Iby in-
Lint"- I -. not available to Lonsctous inspection
<iT iiiplif itjon, when is pointing to a card

fiiouc f^elman and
" iTgucd that while

Jiii mis m.iv pos'.t^s'i luiwJr knowledge of nu-
iiu I It 1̂1 pi3U< iples, tho-̂  no nui hfive access
TO ilii' l.it(wU""f!t!;r liisif.wi, Ihe principles
in Id pif t i l led mtplHitlv Ailhm the struc-
MiK u\ (fit., niifninnatnjiTi pro'i ssLag mecha-
isitw tlul dstiiunlatt ami tfufci the infants'
d) iu'ii, 'i ei, il (h( if'ason » \fdr-olds failed
lib iK t̂i-'i H (nf< TinoAii mioi inra l correspon-
4if u 1 hi in ( j i u c (he pii^ichfiol task, unlike
J K tjiil Ull lrf.-,k, ici flint s f ^jtlH it kiMwlelige,
i\ns Jiontd hold Un bolli modalities. That is ,
spin I ilu sdinr < vpln it (luxce procedure
V I 11 u's Ifnr hotln if onj matching tasks, per-

ni bolli tasLs 'ihould have been at
H<n^e'-rr, Jn ldrcu iii both age

gtou.ps performed above chance on the vi-
l l control task.

A second possible explanation is that
the present findirigs together with those of
the infant stud)' provide evidence of a U-
shaped developimental cur\'e. One interpre-
tation of U-shaped curves is that they arise
from the confiict that occurs when a new rep-
resentational system replaces a preceding
one (Strauss, 15^2). After the second system
is established as (he preferred approach, a
higher level of performance is regained. If
infants have a pre verbal niechanism for rep-
reseEting numerosity, then one way U-
shaped develbpirient could arise is that, as
children acquire the conventional counting
systeiii, they attempt to count to solve prob-
ienis eyeri tliough tliey are not yet proficient
counters. Of course, this explanation would
not work if ome asaurnes that a single infant
mecliaiiism applies to both auditory and vi-
aua,l sets, because then this U-shaped curve

oHld be ewdeot for both of tlie present
isi However, one might posit that, rather

tiiarj using one mechanism to determine
iiumerositj.' in bdtli modalities, infants use
sejjamte mechanisms iiat are modality spe-
cific, in this case, developnient could occur
diffeientially for each mechanism. For ex-
amplp, IJ-shaped deiifelopment might occur
ia the aiiditorj' modalit^f and not the visual
moddlitj-becau:Se the conventional counting
systeki maps more directly onto the visual
prevetbal mechaijisHi or because greater ex-
posure to counting visual sets facilitates the



mapping process. This particular explana-
tion seems unlikely given our results indi-
cating that counting proficiency is not re-
quired to perform the visual-visual task.
However, this does not rule out the possibil-
ity that some other strategy emerges in this
age period that affects the auditory mecha-
nism differently than tlie \dsual mechanism.

A third possibility is that the abilities
attributed to infants by Starkey et al. (1990)
do not actually emerge until later in devel-
opment. These authors have claimed that
"infants represent sets of visible or audible
entities in a way that preserves the dis-
creteness of the individual entities" (p. 124)
and then compare these representsations us-
ing one-to-one correspondence. This ac-
count implies that exact representations of
number underlie infants' behavior. How-
ever, as Huttenlocher, Jordan, and Levine
(1994) have argued, even if infants represent
sets of discrete entities, these representa-
tions might be inexact for small set sizes, as
are adults' representations for large set sizes
if they do not count Because the data re-
ported in infant number studies are aver-
aged over trials and over infants, differential
looking times toward displays that vary in
numerosity might occur on only some per-
centage of trials based on an approximating
mechanism. In contrast to looking time mea-
sures, our task required exact detection of
numerical conespondences. Thus., whereas
the Starkey et al. (1990) procedure might
have been tapping an approximate represen-
tation, the present tasks required an exact
representation.

Finally, it is possible that the infant ef-
fect is not reliable. Starkey et al. (1990)
based tbeir interpretation on efifects that
were quite small. Furthermore, attempts to
replicate these effects have yielded an in-
consistent group of findings. UTben infants
in the original study were shown pairs of
visual displai/s with two and three objects
and then presented with a set of either two
or three drumbeats, they looked significantly
longer toward the equivalent displays. How-
ever, subsequent replication attempts have
reported that infants looked significantly
longer toward the nonequivalent displays
(Mix, Levine, & Huttenlocher, 1994; Moore,
Ben^nson, Reznick, Peterson, & Kagan,
1987). The fact that existing studies of in-
fants' detection of intermodal numerical cor-
respondences report small effects in both di-
rections of preference suggests the
possibility that the results could have arisen
by chance. That is, the published studies
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could be in the tails of a normal distribution
of findings with many unpublished nonsig-
nificant findings in the center. In this case,
the present results would not be discrepant
with the infant literature and would corre-
spond with well-established findings of in-
fant sensitivity to numerosity in visual sets
(Antell & Keating, 1983; Starkey & Cooper,
1980; Strauss & Curtis, 1981). Furthermore,
preschooler's poor performance on the audi-
tory-visual task in relation to the visual-
visual task provides additional evidence for
the bias reported in studies of counting
system acquisition (Schaeffer et al., 1974;
Shipley & Shepperson, 1990; Wynn, 1990).

The question of when the ability to de-
tect intermodal numerical correspondences
emerges has significant implications for the-
ories of quantitative development If infants
have this ability, then it will be important
to determine how it relates to subsequent
developmental achievements, such as per-
forming explicit choice tasks and acquiring
the conventional counting system. If this
competence is not present in infancy, then
the question becomes how intermodal nu-
merical matching ability develops in early
childhood.
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